
 

 

 



 

 

 
 
 
 
 

The Royal Agricultural Society of Tasmania 
 
 

Our Mission 
 

To promote excellence in Tasmania’s products and resources through exhibition and        
education  

 

Our Values 
 

We value: 
Agriculture, heritage and the environment 
Competitive advantage through knowledge, training and demonstration 
Customer service and community partnerships 
Our staff and our volunteers 
Our sponsors and our exhibitors  
Leadership through innovation and reward 
The involvement of youth  
Diligence, accuracy and fair judgement 

 

Our History 
 

The Royal Agricultural Society of Tasmania traces its history back to 1821 when a group of 
residents of Van Diemen’s Land corresponded with the Official Secretary and gained         
approval for the establishment of a Society for the protection of animals. Thus Tasmania has 
the distinction of being the first colony in Australia to form an Agricultural Society when the 
“Van Diemen’s Land Agricultural Society” was formed in Hobart Town on 1st January 1822. 
The first show was conducted in December 1822, in the Old Market Place, just in front of the 
present State Parliament House. This makes the Royal Hobart Show the oldest Show still  
operating in Australia and one of the oldest in the world. 
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President’s Report 

This has been a remarkable and challenging year for the Society, as the 
COVID-19 global pandemic closed borders, enforced lock downs,       
imposed restrictions on events, and disrupted daily lives. 

At the start of the year, like many organisations in Australia, the Society 
was presented by a threat to its very existence. By the end of the year, 
the pandemic challenge to the Society had been contained and the   
Tasmanian Government swung behind the Society’s Showground        
redevelopment plans with a $42 million contribution. 

During the financial year most of the events organised by the Society 
were either cancelled or occurred in modified forms. However, strict 
budgeting and financial controls, together with buoyant returns on our investments, and supported by 
Government stimulus, meant our result at the end of the year was better than anticipated at the         
commencement of FY 20-21. 

While managing the Covid-19 threat, throughout the year the Board and management remained strongly 
focused on the future, through the redevelopment of the Showground. It successfully enlisted the         
bipartisan support of Tasmania’s political parties, together with in principle support from Glenorchy City 
Council. 

I want to place on record here my appreciation of the work of my fellow board members in working 
through the Covid-19 crisis issues that confronted the Society, while progressing our long term future 
through the redevelopment project. My thanks also go to our CEO, Scott Gadd, and his staff, for their   
diligence and commitment to seeing the Society through these twin issues.  

During the year a special meeting of members approved an updated Constitution for the RAST. Based on 
advice from legal and corporate experts, the constitutional changes better support the Board as it deals 
with issues surrounding the redevelopment. At the same time, the amended Constitution provides a 
frame work embedded in modern law to support best practice in the governance of day-to-day activities. 

Under the new Constitution, new directors should have served in a Board position for a minimum of two 
years in a similar or larger organisation. The Constitution also allows for three direct appointments to the 
nine member Board based on the proven skills they may bring to the Board. The Constitution now also 
introduces the concept of remuneration for directors, and establishes a Board position of Society       
Treasurer. 

The Showground redevelopment, and the government support it has attracted, are important for several 
reasons: It will secure the future of the Society; it will  secure the future of the Royal Hobart Show; it will 
turn the Showground into a vibrant community asset; it will provide significant relief to Hobart’s       
affordable housing crisis; and it will provide a dedicated refuge in times of civil disruption such as       
bushfires, together with a visitor attraction that promotes Tasmania’s food and wine expertise. 

During the year, there was also a major focus on planning for the 200 years of agricultural showing in    
Hobart in 2021. It was an historic moment when, together with fellow board members, we met at the 
Central Hotel, originally Hobart’s Ship Inn, in December 2020 to mark 200 years to the day that a group of 
Tasmanians met at the same location to  consider the establishment of what eventually became the 
RAST. A presentation was made to the Central Hotel’s  owner, Paul Jubb, to mark the occasion.  
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While the Royal Hobart Show was cancelled due to the pandemic in 2020, the entire agricultural Show 
movement was encouraged when the 2021 Royal Easter Show in Sydney was able to proceed in an       
atmosphere of shared commitment between NSW Health and the Show organisers. The event attracted 
some 60,000 patrons each day without any coronavirus consequences. 

At the end of the year our Society was in contact with the Tasmanian Health Department to promote a 
similar working relationship in Hobart so that the 2021 Royal Hobart Show could proceed. At the year’s 
end this iconic event was under full planning, but the Tasmanian Health Department was insisting on a 
crowd limit of just 5,000 per day 
at the Hobart Show, which 
would make the Show unviable. 
Other aspects of the Show were 
also subject to departmental 
restrictions that had not applied 
in NSW to the Royal Easter 
Show.  

Covid-19 is a very difficult       
environment in which to mount 
events. It is also a very           
frustrating environment for 
event organisers when so many 
different jurisdictions impose 
widely differing limits. The new 
financial year will determine 
whether or not the 2021 Show – 
celebrating 200 years of           
agricultural showing in Hobart – 
can proceed or not.  

Finally, my thanks to Richard 
Dax, who retired as a Director 
this year, for his input to Board 
proceedings. Given his tourism 
& hospitality background,    
Richard had some particular   
insights into the challenges    
surrounding the Showground’s 
own redevelopment planning.  

During the year, we also lost a 
life member of the Society,   
Graham Verrier. 

Graham first became involved in the Show in 1948. He mentored many young people in poultry             
appreciation, and even supplied me with some baby chicks when I was a boy. Graham’s vision, as          
described by fellow student at Hobart Technical College, and former RAST President Paul Grubb, was to 
provide a show going environment where the public could interact with farmers. This vision led to the 
establishment of All About Animals, and now, Life on the Farm, which is a major attraction each year at 
the Show.  

Peter Spotswood, President 
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CEO Report  
The culmination of 10 years’ work, our stage 3 redevelopment 
gained bi partisan support during the year and became a major 
announcement on day two of the 2021 State election campaign 
when the Premier announced $42 million would be provided to 
kickstart the project. The Glenorchy City Council has also       
provided in principle support. 

The master planning process began back in 2011 and resulted 
in stage 1 (Bunnings) being realised and stage 2 (Spotlight) now 
well under way.  The sale of Bunnings enabled the Society to 
commence work on stage 3, a complete redevelopment of the 
remaining space into a world class events precinct that will help 
to reinvigorate the Royal Hobart Show as well provide a flexible 
event and venue space for the broader community. 

It realises a long held strategic direction that the RAST Board 
took on soon after my appointment as CEO.  As with any Board involved in such a big transformation, it 
hasn’t all been smooth sailing. As the project took shape, there were times when sentiment varied 
from enthusiastic support to the belief that we were embarked on an impossible dream.   

We have now embarked on this carefully researched and planned course of action. It has so far won 
widespread support from within the community, and Board members recognise the need to make the 
project a resounding success for the Society, the Showground, and the community. 

The redevelopment represents the most exciting chapter in the Society’s 200 year history. But it brings 
many challenges, particularly in terms of changing the old, traditional ways of thinking about the role 
of the Showground. In the future, we plan to do more at the Showground, rather than less.  

A members’ briefing was held mid-winter, and the project was well received by those who attended.  
Further briefings are planned in the coming months. 

Into the new year, RAST is working towards getting DA approval and amending the special area plan to 
allow for housing with a possible start to construction in 2022. The 2021 Royal Hobart Show will be 
held at the Showground but may have to move elsewhere during the construction period. 

2020 was a challenging year due to Covid-19.  Many of our events and business units were impacted.  
The Royal Hobart Show was cancelled, the Royal Tasmanian Fine Food Awards  were cancelled, and the 
Royal Hobart Wine Show ran in a simplified format focussed on Tasmanian varieties.  The Vineyard of 
the Year competition and Cracker Night were also cancelled and our Sunday Market and Motorhome 
Park were closed by Government regulation for a period.  We were able to reopen both the market and 
motorhome park around mid-year by developing Covid management plans based on our risk              
assessment matrix that we use for all events. 

Many of our tenants were placed on rent relief as mandated by Government. Therefore, Covid           
impacted all of our revenue streams and forced us to reduce staff hours and implement working from 
home arrangements for some.  Consequently, some staff departed and others started.  I’d like to thank 
our staff for their understanding and cooperation during those difficult times.  They remained loyal         
employees despite the financial hardship created for them. 
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We remained hopeful of some return to normality as 2021 commenced. However, we continued to   
monitor and adjust our planning accordingly on a near weekly basis due to the continuing pandemic.  
Planning for a Royal Hobart Show celebrating 200 years of showing has commenced but will be subject to 
Public Health agreeing to increase crowd number restrictions and the Health Department re-thinking 
their current plans to build a super ambulance station on our long-term Crown Land lease at 2 Goodwood 
Rd. The Royal Tasmanian Fine Food Awards have been revamped into 6 smaller format events and the 
Royal Hobart Wine Show should proceed as normal. 

The loss of income in 2020 due to Covid was partly off-set by federal government initiatives such as      
Jobkeeper and the Coronavirus support package for agricultural shows, which provided the Society with 
compensation for its inability to mount a Show in 2020. 

The Spotlight redevelopment project was also at a standstill by winter 2020 because of Covid-19.         
Construction re-commenced and by year’s end was ahead of schedule with an anticipated opening date 
prior to Christmas 2021.  

A new Operations Manager, Mitchell Spong, commenced during the year and a new position of General 
Manager Business Development and Strategy was created with Zak Douglas appointed to the position.  I‘d 
like to thank all of our hard working and dedicated volunteers for being so understanding and supportive 
of the Society during this period. 

The whole Covid saga highlighted the wisdom of moving to a more diversified business many years ago.  I 
am aware of many Show Societies large and small across the country which did not fare as well as us   
during COVID. 

Surprisingly we have achieved a surplus this year which can be attributable to:  

• Return on our investments (proceeds of the Bunnings sale) in a period of buoyant investment      
returns; 

• $500,000 grant from the Federal government as a one-off national contribution to keep agricultural 
shows surviving during pandemic;  

• Jobkeeper wage subsidy which allowed us to keep our staff employed; 

• Strict cost controls where we actively managed our expenses throughout the period; 

As a mutual organisation the surplus will be reinvested in the Society and its community programs. We 
expect significant cost centres to develop as the redevelopment of the Showground rolls out, so that the 
current surplus is most welcome. 

From the onset of the virus, the Society’s priorities were to protect its staff, protect users of the        
Showground, and put in place financial measures to ensure our economic survival. 

By the end of calendar year 2020, the Society was learning to live with the virus, and like every other    
organisation was hoping for a successful vaccine roll-out in 2021. 

 

Scott Gadd, Chief Executive Officer  
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Audit Chair’s Report 

The Audit committee continue to be very happy with the level of      
accuracy and reporting from the XERO accounting package and 
our  Finance Manager, Lian Lu.  This enabled us to monitor our 
cash flow against several scenarios throughout the Covid        
induced uncertainty over recent times.  Budgeting during Covid 
required the RAST CEO to model many scenarios ranging from a 
normal budget through to several worst-case options.  The RAST 
Board met weekly during the early stages of the outbreak and 
continued to assess and modify our financial planning      
throughout the year in response to emerging issues. 

Overall, our financial performance for the year greatly exceeded 
our expectations.   We anticipated losses across all business 
units but some were not as severe as predicted.  Our diversified 
business model proved critical in maintaining income levels albeit at a reduced rate.  Our events business, 
Royal Hobart Show and Tasmanian Fine Food Awards were the worst hit with the latter two being          
cancelled due to Covid.  The better-than-expected outcomes were driven by government assistance, both 
State and Federal, investment returns and prudent management. 

Our total revenue for the year was $3,727,675, an increase of $2,386,870 from the previous financial year.  
Total expenses were $1,799,288 which were $503,939 less than the previous year.  The result has been 
impaired by the Board’s decision to begin the write down of assets due to be demolished as part of the 
stage 3 redevelopment which equates to a write down of $1,720,000.  Our investment portfolio dropped 
dramatically (close to $1,000,000) as Covid initially played havoc with the stock market to $8,532,347 at 
1st April 2020 but finished the year on 31st March 2021 at $10,201,351.  The time weighted return on our 
investments for the year was 17.5 % so the Board have committed to maintain the current strategy. 

As mentioned elsewhere in the annual report all our business units lost income due to Covid restrictions 
and forced closures. Some however still managed to bounce back or perform better than anticipated.  The 
Royal Tasmanian Fine Food Awards dropped 700% but that isn’t surprising given it was cancelled. The 
Royal Hobart Wine Show was down by 92% but ran in a modified format with less entries and no entry 
fees.  Memberships were down 54% and the Royal Hobart Show down 40% as it too was cancelled. Due to 
an early decision to cancel the Royal Hobart Show very few costs were incurred so the final resulting loss 
was minimised.   Motorhomes were down 24% and the Sunday Market down 19%.  Both were forced to 
close by Government Regulation for a period at the height of the pandemic panic. The positives were 
property, up 23% due to the Spotlight deal commencing and despite the government mandated             
requirement to offer rent relief to some of our tenants, and Venue Hire which sprang back after an        
advertising campaign to finish 7% ahead of last year. 

Government assistance from both the State and Federal Governments has contributed significantly to the 
bottom line.  Jobkeeper allowance applied to all but one of our employees and enabled us to keep them 
all employed throughout the year. Some staff had to reduce their hours whilst others enjoyed an increase 
to the Jobkeeper rate.  The State Government provided a 3 year no interest loan of $250,000 which was, 
and is being, used to finance our insurance premiums for the three years.  The Federal Government     
provided a nation-wide assistance package to all Agricultural Shows and Field Days that were cancelled 
due to Covid.  This amounted to just over $500,000 for RAST.  Other, lessor, amounts were also received 
from Government, Taswater, and Optus.   
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The announcement from both the State Government and Labor Opposition to support our request for 
$42 million to kick start the stage 3 (and final) redevelopment of the Showground was most welcome on 
the last day of the financial year.  Consequently, the Board decided to commence the impairment        
process of our assets earmarked for demolition in this reporting period.  An impairment of $1,720,000 
has been realised in these accounts as presented.  

It is worth noting that during the past 10 years the RAST has grown significantly with a balance sheet of 
$20,000,000 now and the prospect of it growing to well over $100,000,000 over the next 10 years.  The 
upcoming year is a major turning point in our 200-year history in terms of financial sustainability as well 
as the reinvention of the site, the Show, and the Society.  The Audit Committee recognises the enormous 
contribution of our staff in achieving this milestone under the direction and guidance of the RAST Board.  

  

Russell Cripps, Audit Chair & Company Secretary 
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Our Operations in a Global Pandemic  

A year dominated by COVID  

 

The global coronavirus pandemic affected the Society at every level during 2020-2021, from staff safety 
to the staging of events. 

Many events and activities at the Showground were either cancelled or proceeded in a scaled back form.  
By April 2020, city streets and normally bustling centres such as Salamanca Place were all but deserted as 
the pandemic gripped Tasmania. 

From the onset of the virus, the Society’s priorities were to protect its staff, protect users of the        
Showground, and put in place financial measures to ensure our economic survival.   

With the interstate visitor pool drying up, the Showground Motorhome Park all but ceased operating. 
The Showground Sunday Market was forced to close, although it bounced back later in the year under a 
COVID safety plan. 

The Royal Tasmanian Fine Food Awards joined the list of cancelled events; and the popular cracker night 
celebrations at the Showground were also cancelled. Planning continued, in a most uncertain                
environment, for the October 2020 Royal Hobart Show. 

As other agricultural societies around the nation cancelled their Royal shows, such as Sydney’s Royal 
Easter Show, the RAST hoped that by October the crisis may have eased to allow the staging of the 2020 
Hobart event. 

But on June 6, the axe fell: “We have advised hundreds of organisations and individuals, ranging from 
suppliers to exhibitors and entertainers, that we are unable to mount an event the size of the Royal     
Hobart Show this year,” said the Society in a media release.  

Many other events due to be held at the Showground went into mothballs during the year.  

Spotlight Property Group suspended construction on its new retail outlet on land leased from the     
Showground in the autumn of 2020 because of the uncertainty surrounding Coronavirus. Over early   
winter, the building site lay deserted, but work recommenced later in the year, and it is currently full 
steam ahead.  

Because of problems caused by the pandemic, the Society’s revenue base shrank, and staff went onto a 
roster system. While the main administrative building remained open, visitors were discouraged from 
face to face contact with staff, and asked to use other ways to interact. 

As 2020 progressed, the Society developed COVID-safe plans for its activities which allowed at least    
partial normalisation of some activities. Of enormous assistance was the federal government’s Jobkeeper 
program, support from the state government, and a Federal Government Coronavirus support package 
for Australian agricultural shows which had been cancelled because of COVID-19. 

Jobkeeper retained 17 staff on the Society payroll, even though operations at the Showground had all 
but ceased in the first few months of the crisis. 

Once re-opened, the Motorhome Park attracted more custom than expected, but overall, its income was 
down significantly compared to a traditional summer pattern.  
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Showground Sunday Market 

After the initial impact of the virus a key to re-opening events        
became the formulation and adoption of strict COVID safety plans. 
The Showground Sunday Market was a case in point. 

After nearly four months closed, it re-opened in July under a safety 
plan which included limits on crowd numbers attending, social        
distancing, spaced apart stalls, and sanitizing protocols. 

Re-opening with 60 stalls, this number increased to over 100 as many 
other markets remained closed and the Showground market led the way by continuing to demonstrate a 
COVID safe experience. 

Wine Show 

While the October Royal Hobart Show was cancelled, in November the Society was able to mount a 
scaled-back Royal Hobart Wine Show. Earlier in the year it appeared the wine show would also have to be 
cancelled. But the industry was very supportive that it should proceed. 

Travel restrictions prevented the attendance of interstate, overseas, or associate judges. But the Society 
made entry into the wine show free with the result that entries surpassed an anticipated 300 to total over 
500 from all over Australia. 

To ensure a coronavirus-compliant show, categories were restricted to six trophies: Best Riesling, Best 
Chardonnay, Best Other Wine Varieties (Sauvignon Blanc or Pinot Gris), Best Pinot Noir, Best Sparkling, 
and the Chair’s Trophy for Best Wine in Show. 

The Show was judged over two days instead of four. Mounting a wine show in this environment, where 
producers had been without cellar door sales or restaurant sales for some months, was the Society’s way 
of showing support for Tasmanian vineyards and wine makers.  

The wine industry had also made representation to RAST to hold a wine show, and sponsorship of the 
Show saw a welcome return of commercial backers in a difficult economic period to show their support 
for both the event and through it, the wine industry. 

In an innovative response to Covid-19 the announcement of winners was made a live streaming event 
which attracted a strong audience. 

Photos From the 2020 Royal Hobart Wine Show  



 

 

Other Activities 

While COVID brought Showground operations to a near standstill some activities did occur as the society 

adjusted to the new realities. 

The Showground welcomed RYDA, the Rotary Youth Driver Awareness program, back to the roads and 

lanes of our Showground. This program gives hands-on advice to secondary students about road safety 

issues. 

The Showground also hosted a number of animal events, and an equestrian weekend. Meanwhile a 

Destash market was a successful event. The Creative Crafts Committee of the Society staged this market 

as an opportunity for people to sell their surplus or unwanted textiles, fabrics, yarn, craft equipment, or 

handmade items.  

As the new calendar year commenced, a redesigned Royal Tasmanian Fine Food Awards was scheduled to 

proceed from April. Through-out 2020 a food industry consultant fine tuned a strategic plan to                  

re-energise this show, including securing the services of well-known chef Peter Kuruvita as Ambassador 

for the 2021 Awards. 

Planning was also underway for an event on the lawns of Parliament House in 2021 which would mark 

200 years of agricultural showing in Hobart. 

The Society also decided to positively plan for a Royal Hobart Show in October 2021, although much of 

the last few months of the year was expended in efforts to create a dialogue with the Tasmanian Health 

Department which wanted to impose a 5,000 crowd limit on daily attendances at the Show. 

As the Society pointed out in two unanswered letters to the Director of Public Health, the Hobart Show 

could not viably proceed unless it could accommodate 15,000 patrons per day. 

At the end of the year, the Society was still trying to seek a resolution with the Health Department. It 

pointed out that Sydney’s Royal Easter Show had proceeded this year with crowds of 60,000 per day after 

Show organisers and NSW Health worked together to make sure the event could proceed. NSW Health 

had also offered to work with interstate jurisdictions to assist in mounting their own shows. 

Meanwhile, planning was also underway for a Hobart Showground cracker night in May 2021, and a wine 

show later in the year. The Sunday Market continued to operate without any Covid-19 incidences into the 

new calendar year, and the Motorhome Park was operational while government authorities worked to 

restart travel within Australia after the lock downs which were so prevalent in 2020 and into the first few 

months of 2021. 

The result of all this disruption over the course of the calendar year meant that revenue was greatly   

challenged. 

Compared to the previous financial year, revenue from regular Society events and activities was severely 

impacted.  For instance, revenue from the Royal Tasmanian fine Food Awards was down 700%,             

membership revenue was down 54%, and the Wine Show was down 92%. Motorhome Park revenue fell 

25% and the Sunday Market fell 19%. 
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Above: A collection of photos from the Creative Crafts Destash Market 
Below: A collection of photos from the 200 Years of Showing Event on Parliament Lawns 
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Venues  

Following the initial impact of the pandemic, there were 
signs of a late winter recovery, although it was a muted 
pick-up in activity. 

The Rotary Youth Driver Awareness program (RYDA) took place at the Showground, and the Glenorchy 
Knights Gridiron Club began training at the Showground. 
 

Cavies, goat and fleece shows were held in October, followed by a Destash Market in November.  

Some 120 people attended an Annual General Meeting at the Showground, and 40 people attended a  
private function, in scenes reassuringly reminiscent of pre-Covid-19 days. 

As other grounds succumbed to Covid restrictions the Showground was able to accommodate junior AFL 
training, and private hires increased due to the space available at the Showground to meet social          
distancing requirements. 

At the end of the year better venue management had increased returns for the society and improved our 
stock control and management.   

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

Tenancies  
During the year, many of the Showground’s tenants went onto rent relief as mandated by the State and 
Federal Governments. However, some of the tenants were able to fully trade throughout the pandemic 
year which assisted greatly in maintaining some revenue streams. 

The Society assisted loyal tenants who had experienced significant losses and, in some cases, a 100% loss 
of business. Once again, our diversified tenancy base and business model spread enough of the risks to 
keep us afloat throughout the year. 

 

Billboards Income  
Managed by Claude Neon, our billboards also experienced a small down turn due to Covid-19 this year. 
However, its impact wasn’t as dramatic as other parts of the business, thanks partly to the large            
advertising company contracts that Claude Neon already had in place. 

2020 Fleece Competition 
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200 Years of Agricultural Showing  
 

2021 will mark 200 years of agricultural showing in Hobart, and amidst the challenging year under review, 
planning continued throughout the period to mark this event. 

In December 2020, past and current members of the RAST Board met at the Central Hotel in Hobart ,   
formerly the Ship Inn, exactly 200 years to the day after a group interested in forming an agricultural     
society first met at the same hotel to consider how best to support their industry in Van Diemen’s Land.  
Media also covered this historic occasion.  

Commemorative merchandise was also developed and plans were drawn up for an event on the lawns of 
Parliament House in April 2021 where the Royal Hobart Show was first held. 

 

A combination of photos from the 200 Years of Showing Event and RAST Archives  



 

 



 

 



 

 



 

 



 

 



 

 



 

 



 

 



 

 



 

 



 

 



 

 



 

 



 

 



 

 



 

 



 

 



 

 



 

 



 

 



 

 



 

 



 

 



 

 



 

 



 

 



 

 



 

 



 

 



 

 



 

 



 

 



 

 



 

 

A collection of RAST Historical Show photos  



 

 

 
2020—2021 RAST Office Bearers 

 
 

Executive 
 

President—Mr Peter Spotswood 
Vice President—Ms Helen Geard 

Company Secretary—Mr Russell Cripps 
 

Chief Executive Officer—Mr Scott Gadd 

 
 

Executive Committee Chairs 
 

Finance & Audit—Mr Russell Cripps 
Emergency Management—Mr Peter Spotswood 

Nominations—Mr David Skinner 
Transition Development Panel—Mr Russell Cripps 
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